
JimiMod / S. LaRue

I'm a photographer, have had some success including 2, one-man shows, working with D. Clemmer and
JP Witkin regularly.

A musician with several releases, a few doing well, a couple doing VERY well (back when vinyl was 
popular), studio experience in front of the mic as well as behind it as an engineer and producer, 
molded/polished bands into working units.
++ Under the moniker of JimiMod I successfully distributed sound-design work to almost every nation
on the globe and continue to work closely with a handful of film and gaming people, and am regularly 
called upon for compositional assistance.

Commercial artist, advertising design and copy, painter and sculptor, with, again, one-man shows of my
work, one of which was sold exclusively to a single collector. 

Writer in any number of literary disciplines, from social/political commentary, satire, philosophical 
essays, to novels, collections of a short stories and remain unpublished by choice.

These things are all I do, all day, every day. I live alone by choice, see no 
one in person, and distribute my work exclusively online. Not to do so 
would lead to the end of my usefulness.

I thought long ad hard before leaving Freesound.org, considered turning my jewelry website 
http://nativetreasuresonline.com
into a personal / vanity distribution point, with the data showing it would simply not work if going it 
alone.

I chose Internet Archive as a place to offer my work to a wider audience than previous. The idea behind
IA is exactly what I support when considering the distribution of information, ideas, artistic endeavors 
of all kinds, ad naseum, with the clincher being it is offered free to the public, as all the aforementioned
should be.

Content info

Main, secondary and aux drives – 'working' drive:

http://nativetreasuresonline.com/


I have approximately 20 albums worth of musical offerings, with a single album (70 minutes) requiring
this simply to be worked on.

This is the content on ONE iTunes on ONE system, these are items ready to place, hold no additional 
data other than what I have created myself: 18.2K items

Music NOT in either iTunes – “IN PROGRESS” – 700Gig



Films in various stages of completion with hundreds ready to upload: 17K items

Literary works (many with photographs or artwork interspersed), most complete with 30 in progress: 
350 items


